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This book addresses the main subjects in the world of wellness and beauty and is 
intended to help students to acquire the necessary vocabulary and general know-
ledge in this part icular area. It  is  especial ly designed for young learners at voca-
tional schools and/ or trainees to speak and practise English in the f ield of wellness 
and cosmetics. The language level required is A2-B1 of the Common European 
Framework of References for Languages. This specif ies learners who are already 
quite famil iar with the English language inasmuch as they understand and uti l ise 
basic grammatical structures - and who are ready to open up and improve their 
spoken ski l ls .   
This book is designed to mainly cover al l  the subjects and topics addressed in 
the curr iculum at vocational schools. It  is  meant to inspire readers to pol ish their 
general knowledge, encourages research and faci l i tates the easy exploration and 
enhancement of learning ski l ls/processes. 

For teachers, i t  offers a mult itude of incentives, a great variety of discussion points 
and a useful opener for sparking ideas and conversations. The units provide enough 
space for readers to write down ideas and stories, add pictures and note pieces of 
information col lected from the media or the internet. Each unit is self-contained, 
so that no part icular reading order is required.

The vocabulary - as the most important aspect of learning, should always be noted 
in a book and/or stored on a computer. Each unit includes both vocabulary help 
and sections to brush up grammatical knowledge. As proficiency levels of Engl ish 
differ from country to country, it  was not possible to include al l  «new» vocabulary. 
Therefore, students are advised to work on their vocabulary individually in order to 
catch up on Standard English and special terminology.
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Building Up Dialogues
Let’s have a look into the busy life of a beauty parlour. The beauticians are busy with their clients 
and the phone is ringing ...

  
Hi! I'm a beautician and expert and will be 
guiding you throughout this book. Let's get 
started!
Welcome to our beauty spa. We are trained 
beauticians and specialised in manicures, 
pedicures, massages, facial treatments and 
make-up. Relax and enjoy your stay. We will 
do our best to make you feel well and beauti-
ful. First, have a look around and let us explain 
to you the different ways we have to make 
you look wonderful. We will then have a look 
at your skin and do a skin diagnosis. This will 
help us to decide which therapy, product and 
care is most suitable for you.

Dialogue 1

Beautician: Hello. My name is Mandy, I do massages and 
skin treatments. What can I do for you today?

Client: Oh hello, my name is Debbie. I had booked                                            
for a full body massage, but I would also like to have a face 
peeling and a day make-up. 

Beautician: Well, let me check. The full body massage will 
take about 45 minutes. After the massage, we can do a 
mild face peeling and then put on a beautiful day make-up 
that matches your eyes, face and hair. These two treat-
ments will take another 30 minutes, so you would be ready 
in about 1½ hours. Then you will feel so great!

Client: Okay, fantastic. I’m ready.

Buzzwords
tight rough, smooth 
supple, oily, T-Zone,    
clean, fresh, shiny

Exercises
Link correct part of sentences.

                           when you get older your face will form ... •
                                        middle part of your face •

                 upper part of your head and face •
        the right and left side of your front •
                       lower part of your head and face •
                                      clear and soft surface (of the skin) •

                                                                              décolleté •

• transparent                                 
• firm                          
• uneven                                     
• supple                                 
• tight                         
• irritated                                         

• impurity, impurities                                        
• treat, treatment                          
• apply, application                              
• recommend, recommendation                            
• politeness                                                         
• appointment                                     
• pain                                                            
• improve, improvement                      
• facial                                                         
• remove                                                                          

make sth. better

 fixed time and day for a meeting

    if it hurts you feel pain

 take sth. away
  to give advice

 to heal or take care of sth.
 concerning the face

    to be friendly and reserved

to put sth. on the skinspots, pimples
temples

  cleavage

  smooth texture        

  lines and wrinkles

   forehead
cheeks  

  chin

no elasticity
 not in regular condition

 smooth and even

 rough, not smooth

clear and see through

 opposite of soft



Exercise
Choose the right expression
 
While the client relaxes with each step of the pedicure, the 
beautician ensures that the strict rules of 1).................are fol-
lowed. Students and trainees are taught the importance of 
2).................. the tools and using them properly.
When the client leaves your place with a happy 3)................
and a satisfied look on their face, they will certainly come 
back for other 4)................like manicures, facials and mas-
sages. A happy client will also 5)................ your business and 
bring you new clients. 
6).....................recommendations are very important and 
extremely helpful in building a regular client base. Clients 
will come and go, but if you want to succeed and have a 
reliable number of clients every day, you have to stand out 
for 7)..................... 

1. cleanliness           freshness                hygiene

2.   sterilising           cleaning                 washing

 3.    frown               smile                    look

 4.     care                     operation               treatments

5. recommend             advise                        tell

 6. hand-in-glove       word-of-mouth           ear-to-mouth

7.  quality, 
 service and 
    hygiene    

motivation, 
service and 
cleanliness

communication,
   service and   
    hygiene

Foot Massage

Today, a proper pedicure also includes a reflexology 
treatment applied through a foot massage. It soothes the 
nerves throughout the body (see reflexology p?). Practi-
tioners can also carry out a massage with hot stones in 
their hands and use special menthol cream which are 
said to help rejuvenate the foot. How does that feel?

colon

rectum

lungslungs

eyes

liver

intestineintestine

right shoulder

stomach

right shoulder

sciatic nerve

head, brain and sinuses

It’s wonderful. It 
makes you feel like 
flying...

reflexologists stimulate certain parts of the feet 
to stimulate other parts of the body.

Safety measures HYGIENE COMES FIRST!
Instruments at salons, spas and centres must be sterilised! 

When a client enters a beauty parlour, they will look around to make sure that safety and hygiene 
meet their expectations. If they do not feel comfortable, they might look for another, more suitable 
place and will not return! Use disinfectant to clean the foot basins, soak instruments in hydrogen 
peroxide and leave them inside until the peroxide stops bubbling. Sterilise the instruments and the 
towels. Never re-use towels or tools before they are disinfected and sterile. 
It’s not just the cutting, filing, trimming and abrading that can invite trouble – the most attention, 
regarding hygiene should be placed on the pedicure’s most relaxing feature: the whirlpool-type foot 
bath. Germs thrive in the warm and moist environment. Sometimes the trouble comes through the 
door on clients’ feet.
In case of warts, fungi or other suspicious foot conditions, service can be denied unless the client pre-
sents a doctor’s note indicating current treatment.

Do not shave your legs or cause any open wounds on your 
legs or feet before the pedicure. Shaving your legs, especial-
ly on the day of a pedicure, may produce very small wounds 
in the skin that allow bacteria to enter and can be a source 
of infection.

You can’t take any risks with this, the invisible traces of fungus and bac-
teria can be found in all parlours and spas especially where pedicures 
are offered. Now and then, it may happen that a client develops some 
type of problem. People might think they’re fine, but if they have a pro-
blem, we have to turn them away. Those kinds of conditions can have 
a snowball effect in a salon.

Buzzwords
disinfect, hygiene, 
           sterile



Eyes

Mascara

Mascara is used to darken, lighten or colour lashes, as well as to thicken, lengthen 
and define them. It is used to enhance and draw attention to the eyes. Mascara 
comes in three forms: liquid, cake, and cream, and in many formulas, shades, 
and colours. It is available in tube and wand applicators. The ingredients include 
water, wax thickeners, film-formers and preservatives. Mascara brushes come in 
different shapes; straight, curved for curling the lashes, with fine or thick bristles. 
They may contain rayon or nylon fibres to lengthen eyelashes. These also come 
in a variety of colours and shades.           

Composition
Modern mascaras can be divided into two groups: water resistant mascaras (often labelled waterproof) and non-water 
resistant mascaras.
• Water resistant mascaras
Exercise
Fill in the right word.
These mascaras do not .............. any water-sensitive agents, offering an excellent .............. to tears, sweat or rain. As a result, 
these mascaras can only be removed with a .............. make-up remover, able to.............. the dried mascara film. Water 
resistant mascara does.............. while swimming and will survive tears (bride’s make-up!). 
It is fat soluble and may lead to dark .............. under the eyes. Therefore, it is .............. to use only a little cream or eye gel 
below the eyes. Waterproof mascara can only be removed with cream or Vaseline as used for stage make-up or with oil 
.............. pads. It should not be used by wearers of contact .............. because the fibres may slip under the lenses. Water-
proof mascaras are similar to oil-based or solvent-based paints.

   lenses     contain     advisable     specific     not run     paints    circles     resistance     soaked     dilute 

• Non-water resistant mascaras
These mascaras can run under the .............. of tears, and are easily removed with some soap and water. Non-water-
proof mascara consists of water, waxes, oils, resins, .............. and preservatives. carotene and lanoline may be added to 
strengthen and .............. . Non-waterproof mascara has the advantage of being milder and easier to remove. However, 
it is not a good idea to go .............. , be out in the rain or break out in .............. . Non water-resistant mascaras behave like 
water based paints. 

 swimming     nourish     tears     pigments     effect

Buzzwords
thicken, lengthen, 

define

• upper 
• wide 
• upwards 
• inside 
• top 
• inner 

Connect the correct part of sentences.

                           last finishing •
                   gradual shift or change from e.g. dark to light •
                ingredient •
              to gradually look younger in appearance •
                      sweat •

                             darkening •
 generously •
      strength •
 deluxe •

             characteristic •

OPPOSITES RELATED WORDS

 lower

narrow
  downwards

outside

  bottom

   outer
touch-up job

transition

substance

  rejuvenate

perspiration

shading   
abundantly

intensity

  extravagant

feature    



• Four ways of accentuating the brows
Exercise
Fill in the right word.
The most 1. ……….. method is using eyebrow pencil or eye shadow. The pencil has to be 2. …. 
………… and should not be too dark. Instead of a 3. ……………… line, individual hairs should be 
drawn, always from the inside to the outside. They should not be drawn too evenly as this will 
appear 4. ………….. Using a pencil the same colour as the eyebrows is the best method to cover 
5.  ……….. or lengthen short brows. As a final 6. ………, go over it with an eyebrow brush. 
Another method is to fill out the brows with eye shadow by dabbing soft grey or brown shades with 
a hard brush 7. ………….. the hairs. 
A third method is gently touching the brows with mascara. It 8.  ………… colour and shade to the 
brows while looking natural. The brush should be wiped on a tissue beforehand. 
The fourth method is brushing them with gel, ideal for 9. …….. bushy brows. Special eyebrow gel is 
available in transparent or coloured.  
Dying the brows 10. ……………… .
Light brows can be dyed with eyelash dye. 
Again the colour of the eyebrows should 11. ……….  the colour of the hair. 
Apply the dye with a special pencil to the 12. ……….. brows in direction of their growth. After 10 
minutes, 13. ………….. cream with warm water and a cotton pad.  Do not rub!

Eyeliner

Since ancient times eyeliner has been rediscovered and 
modulated again and again. In the days of Marilyn Monroe 
the line continued as an upward bow from the outer corner 
of the eye. In the mid 1960s, a wide black beam  painted on 
the eyelid was the fashion. At times eyeliner disappeared 
off the stage altogether, but it keeps on appearing in dif-
ferent shapes and colours. A thin almost invisible line along 
the upper lashes is a make-up variety always used at all 
times. This method is good for enhancing the eyes and let-
ting the lashes appear fuller. This type of eyeliner has the 
most natural effect when the colour matches the pigmen-
tation of lashes and brows.  

1          often             regularly                       common                     knowing

2 well sharpened           good looking       easily applied    hardly visible

3         thick                 fancy                        straight                   continuous

4      unnatural                unless                     uninteresting         natural

5         holes                 gaps                          trends                      wrinkles

6         word                curtain                           touch                        idea

7       between               on top of              under                       below

8         brings                shows                           serves                        adds

9       brushing               taming                         combing                  looking after

10  is unnecessary          is very difficult           saves time     is unpractical

11       compare               match                            fill in                         take

12          clean                  oily                             safe                      irritated

13          undo              take away             peel off                       remove

Student: Which is the best type of eyeliner?

Tatjana: Classic eyeliner comes either in the form of a liquid in small bottles or 
cake; both of these have to be applied with a fine pointed brush.
Cartridges including the brush filled with liquid eyeliner are much more conve-
nient. The easiest to handle are eyeliners that work like felt-tip pens, while drawing 
the right amount of colour comes to the tip automatically.
Original Kajal as an eyeliner is not applied on the lids but on the inner rim of the 
lower eyelid. 
There is also white Kajal to make the eyes look wider.

Through the ages...

 Dialogue 



1.        reaching                    learning                studying           researching

2.          secrets                 innovations                 findings            discoveries

3.         believe                      work               volunteer                willing

4.          focus               heavy weight                  look                             sight

5.   environmental                   polluted              unexpected             surprising

6.       building                   renewal                  death                              loss

"Creams are all the same! – This is not true. It can take upto 10 years 
until a product is ready for the market!"

The most basic cream will consist of fats and oils and can be produced even 
at home. The right choice of a basic fat can significantly influence the caring 
effect of a cream or soap. For example, cacao butter has a firmer consistency, 
while shea butter has a softer consistency. Apricot oil, jojoba oil and wheat germ 
oil are highly effective oils for dry skin. Aromatic coconut fat adds a pleasant 
fragrance and does not particularly need any other fragrance enhancer. 

•  fats and oils 

•  oils as an active ingredient

•  emulsifyer 

•  essential oils

•  tensides 

•  additives preservatives

Raw materials in cream, 
lotion, gel and soap :

Scientist: Finally preservatives are mixed in to maintain a high quality for a 
longer period of time.

Scientist: Cream consists of a fat phase containing fat-dissolving components 
and a water phase containing water soluble components. The fat phase is made 
up of vegetable or plant oil and an emulsifier. The use of an emulsifier allows 
both phases to form a compound and to become an emulsion; emulsifiers act 
as a binding agent. 

Expert: They are the basic in most cosmetic recipes and deliver the pleasant 
consistency of a cream or a lotion. Emulsifiers also give suppleness and firmness 
to soaps, hair shampoos and gels. 

Scientist: Only small amounts of active agent oils such as essential oils are 
added according to their special properties and their effects on the skin 
structure. Colours and pigments give the cream a pleasant look and enhance 
the association with a pleasant scent experience. 

Expert: Rose shades for rose scents, green shades for fresh herbal components 
and violet for enigmatic and sensual compositions.

 Dialogue 

Cosmetic companies all over the world are constantly 1.....................to find the best agents and 
textures to create and produce, for example the ultimate anti-aging formula. Daily, companies 
attain new patents for their 2...................that have been tested thoroughly on thousands of people 
who 3.................... to give their feedback on the product; this is all before the new cream enters the 
international market. Producers mainly set their 4..................... on improving the protection of the skin 
against 5........................influences and research on the skin’s density and cell 6......................... 

Buzzwords
consistency,texture,                     
    preservatives

http://www.cosmopura.de/index.php/cat/c23_Fette-und-Oele.html
http://www.cosmopura.de/index.php/cat/c42_Emulgatoren-und-Konsistenzgeber.html
http://www.cosmopura.de/index.php/cat/c43_Tenside.html


Logical order to present your capabilities and expertise in a CV 

• Personal information                                                      • Working experience description
• Training and education description                             • Skills and competences description

The CV is your first and most important step in your job seeking process. Your CV is the initial contact 
with a potential employer and you will need to capture the employer's attention in the first 10-15 
seconds of reading it. That is the only way you may secure an interview for that particular job. 

• Your skills and competences have to be clearly and logically presented so that your experience will 
stand out. Pay attention to details like spelling mistakes and punctuation. 

• In general, your CV must be brief. Usually, for a person who just finished training or school and with 
just very short work experience, one page is enough.  

• Always adapt your CV to the job description of the position you are applying for. Try to highlight 
advantages being requested by employer. Don't lie in your CV, as it can be discovered before or 
during the interview. 
Use short sentences. Concentrate on the relevant aspects of your training and work experience, and 
also explain any breaks in your studies or career. Have someone else review and check it to make 
sure that the content is clear, easy to understand, and with no spelling mistakes. Keep in mind that 
your CV is the key to success in your job seeking process. 

"If you apply for a job outside of your country it has 
to be in English! Make your expertise and capabilities 
clearly understood to your potential employer. "

Exercise
How to prepare for a phone interview, Invitation for an interview, 

Politeness, dress code... Write about 10-15 sentences.

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

        • Curriculum Vitae

Surname(s) / First name(s) 
Address 
Telephone(s)/Fax E-mail 
Nationality
Date of birth
Gender

• Desired employment/Occupational field

• Work experience 
Dates/Occupation/Position 
Main activities and responsibilities 
Name and address of employer

• Education and training
Dates
Title of qualification

• Personal skills and competences
Mother tongue
Other languages  
refer to:  Common European Framework of 
Reference (CEF) level

• Social and organisational skills and 
competences
Computer skills and competences
Additional information
Personal interests

Date/place/signature

• Application letter, format

Example 
Cover letter for job application as Beautician 
When sending a cover letter for a job you are applying for, 
you must remember that this letter is your first chance to ap-
peal to the employers. In it, you must express why you think 
the vacant position would suit you, and why the employers 
should want to hire you for it. You have to convey to the 
employers that you will be the best candidate for the job, 
by making connections between the job description/crite-
ria, and your skills and knowledge. For doing so you have 
to look at the job offer description very carefully – step by 
step.



• Criticism and responsibility
It is too easy to feel like everybody else is wrong and turn a 
blind eye on your own mistakes and failures, to get defen-
sive or play the blame game. Criticism is hard to hear and 
often comes across a bit exaggerated. So, it is wise to stay 
level-headed and see what is true about it and what is not. 
Most important is to take responsibility for what you might 
have done wrong. It is important to recognise the possible 
damage the other person may have experienced and to 
respond with empathy. To be responsible means to be able 
to see our own faults and admit them, to be able to ap-
pease the situation and to say sorry.

When playing the blame game, what 
is usually said?

……………...........……………..................

..................................................................

..................................................................

.......................................................………

………………………………

• Responsibility is strength
Personal responsibility is a personal strength, not a weakness. 
Healthy communication involves admitting when you are 
wrong. To share responsibilities in a conflict shows maturity 
and leads to mutual understanding. Conflicts and problems 
will be resolved easier when the parties involved focus on 
their doings and take responsibility. 

No, no idea, it wasn’t 
me! It was the fault of … 

Yes, I see the mistake I have 
made, I’m sorry … what can 
I do to make it up again? 

• Compromise

• Express your frustration with the 'I' message
Instead of being accusatory or judging and criticising the 
other with the ‘you’- message, stick to the ‘I’- message. Tell 
them how you feel about it; “I feel disappointed, I feel frus-
trated that it worked out like this …”, this is less aggressive 
and helps the other understand your point of view.

• Time-Out
Sometimes tempers get heated and it is not constructive to continue the discussion 
without it becoming an argument or even a fight. If some destructive communica-
tion patterns are showing up, it is necessary to take a break until the parties involved 
are settled again. But please, come back to it and work it out. Resolve conflicts in 
time, otherwise a new smouldering conflict might heat up again. It is important to 
remain respectful of the other person, even if you disagree with them.

EXERCISE
Answer the questions with YES or NO

1. Communication works well when winning the argument

2. Poor communication leads to misunderstanding 

3. To take responsibility also means being able to admit mistakes 

4. When the temper heats up it is good to fight it out

5. Criticism is easy to accept

6. In critical confrontations, it is wise to stay level-headed

7. Resolve problems in time as they can grow bigger

8. During a conversation it is advisable to interrupt the speaker because you might 

have already understood what they intended to say 

9. To put the blame on somebody else is a sign of inner strength

Yes       No

Give 1 or 2 examples of a ‘you’- message  

1.……………………………………………………...........................

.......................................................................................................

2.……………………………………………………………….………

……………....................................................................................

I feel frustrated that it 
worked out like this...

The I - message

drawing ?


